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Sixth Form
Year 12 Duke of Edinburgh Gold
The Year 12 D of E Gold students took part in a training walk in the Salwarpe area on Tuesday
afternoon. They began to develop their navigation and group management skills and, as it was a
warm, sunny day, they navigated to Churchfields for a well-deserved ice cream on their way back to
school.
Breast Cancer Awareness Month
To mark October as Breast Cancer Awareness month staff and Sixth Formers will be wearing pink this
Wednesday and making donations to the Pink Ribbon Foundation Breast Cancer Charity.
Year 11
The Year 11 football team played Tudor Grange in the first league match of the season. Games
between our two schools are always close and competitive. In Year 8 we did beat Tudor Grange,
since then Tudor haven't lost a league game and have even progressed to the final fifty of the
national cup competition.
On Thursday 27th September Droitwich beat Tudor Grange 1-0 and thoroughly deserved it after
controlling the game. It was a very good performance and sets us up for the cup game on Monday
1st October v Blessed Edwards.
The squad: Nick Goss, Jack Griffiths, Tom Brownlee, George Jackson, Joe Parker, Alfie Chang, Kai
Harris, Morgan Read, Morgan Wood, Eliot Talbot, Declan King, Taylor Coleman, Josh Bellamy, John
Philpott, Josh Heath.

Year 11 E-Praise Leaders
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Brandon Caffrey has had a very pleasing report from his work placement with a local blacksmith. The
employer has been really impressed with Brandon’s work ethic, enthusiasm and talent. Over the
summer Brandon helped him make a metal arbour commissioned by a customer for use at his two
daughters’ weddings. Brandon has his sights clearly set on a career as a blacksmith and has set up his
own workshop in a garage at home.
Year 10 Student Successes
Mrs Stace congratulates Alex King, Ellie Checketts, Kira Powell, Kobie Morris and Daniel Wylie for
doing extra homework and making an excellent start to the Y10 GCSE Geography course.
In Art Mrs Tregoning-Harris congratulates 10AAD1 on the impressive start they have made to their
GCSE course work. Some excellent art has been produced and all are working with real enthusiasm.
Mr Kirk and Mrs Evans were delighted to see the really impressive amount of effort that their group
put into their first English exam.
Year 10 E-Praise Leaders

Year 9
9A/DeA1 are showing great enthusiasm in German and are making excellent progress.
Last week 9LH completed excellent work on 3D shapes, in particular Amy-Jo Davies, Poppy Powell
and Elliot Norton.
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Year 9 E-Praise Leaders

Year 8
Students in 8RD are working extremely well in Science and are already making very pleasing progress.
8RD have also made an excellent start in Maths with outstanding attitude to learning, exemplary
classwork and homework. They are already demonstrating problem solving skills required in higher
years.
Mrs Whitehouse congratulates all Year 8 students for their efforts to produce a “This Is Me” piece of
artwork in the style of either Teesha Moore or Ben Allen. This had been set during an Art lesson
which Mrs Whitehouse and Miss Burrows led at middle school in June. They have produced so many
excellent pieces of work that it has been difficult to pick out a few for display in A17.
In German 8L/DeW, 8L/DeC and 8R/FrC have made a great start. They are enthusiastic, positive and
have a good attitude to their language studies. They are really keen to answer questions and
contribute to lessons.In French 8RA have mad an excellent start. They are keen and enthusiastic.
In Food Technology this week Laney Lock worked quickly and was very well organised. She then
spontaneously helped the teacher and supported other students during their first practical lesson.
She showed genuine kindness.
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